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Collaboration is one of the most important elements of success in product development. 
Whether designing consumer-grade gadgets or heavy-duty industrial machines, you won’t 
get very far if your cross-disciplinary design team can’t coordinate its efforts. Poorly planned 
processes can cause disparate data sets and duplicated efforts, which ultimately can lead 
to lost productivity, unnecessary costs, and late product launches.

Product lifecycle management, or PLM, can help design processes by weaving a digital thread throughout a product’s 

development. PLM can help ensure that all members of the development team are on the same page. The electrical 

engineers designing a circuit board have access to the same data as the mechanical engineers designing an enclosure, 

and changes on one side of the design process are clearly transferred to the other in real time. Likewise, the manufacturing 

team has the right data at the right time, ensuring that the current design is always the one that makes it to the shop floor. 

The digital thread helps tie it all together.

We recently wrote about PTC ThingWorx Navigate, an app-
based approach to PLM. Built on top of PTC’s ThingWorx 
Internet of Things (IoT) platform and tapping into data from 
PTC’s Windchill PLM platform, ThingWorx Navigate is an 
online tool for intertwining more players in the digital thread. 
It’s less specialized than traditional PLM systems, allowing 
more users to make use of PLM data. ThingWorx Navigate is 
also role based, so users are restricted to just the data that’s 
relevant to them. Suppliers, sales staff, quality inspectors, 
shop floor workers, and nontechnical personnel can all make 
use of up-to-the-minute product data without a PhD in PLM.

There are two types of ThingWorx Navigate apps: View and 
Contribute. While the View apps allow access to product 
development data, the Contribute apps are meant to allow 
those users to be directly involved in the design process. The 
ThingWorx Navigate Contribute apps enable all users to voice 
their opinions. The first of the Contribute apps, Digital Change 
Management, stitches all these voices together with the 
digital thread.

Digital Change Management is the first of the ThingWorx Navigate Contribute apps.
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The changing nature of product development was one of the 
motivating factors in the development of ThingWorx Navigate. 
Giving all relevant players access to product data isn’t simply 
informational altruism; the quick and dynamic pace of 
development necessitates it.

“Things are changing so fast,” Taber continued. “If you don’t 
give them [suppliers, shop workers, etc.] access to this kind of 
data, in real time, they may not have accurate information, or it 
will be out of date. That’s a really high probability.”

Taber estimates that for every member of the engineering 
team who needs access to product development data, there 
are five to 10 others outside of engineering who need that 
data. ThingWorx Navigate View gives them that data, but 
ThingWorx Navigate Contribute goes one step further: it gives 
them a voice.

Democratizing Change Review

With so many cross-disciplinary players involved in product 
development, it can’t help but be an advantage to include 
them all in the design process. “Customers have strategic 
processes that cross domains,” Taber said. “You want to have 
more participation in those processes.”

Gone are the days when products can be designed in a silo. 
There are so many considerations to take into account that a 
wider spread of input is needed to realize the best possible 
design. That’s what the Digital Change Management app aims 
to enable.

“The new Navigate Digital Change Management app is the 
first in the series of Contribute apps,” Taber explained. “Think 
of not just providing view access to product data, but now 
bringing more people into PLM processes. Not every process. 
But there’s certain processes where you want to get input, not 
just view and not just awareness.”

The Changing Nature of Product 
Development 

Product development today is a lot different than it was even 
a decade ago, as Mark Taber, vice president of Marketing for 
PTC, explains

There’s lots of people that need access to product 
development data. If you go back a decade ago, it was 
primarily a product development and R&D function. Now, 
so many people throughout the organization are involved in 
product development that you have to find a way, without 
asking them to log into an expert system, to bring them 
into the conversation. So, to make drawings available to 
somebody in the factory, or have parts lists available to the 
procurement people,” Taber said. 

Example of ThingWorx Navigate on a smartphone.
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Sample screenshot of ThingWorx Navigate.

With the same out-of-the-box ease of the ThingWorx Navigate 
View apps, Digital Change Management allows role-based 
access to design decisions. Users from across the product 
development domains can view and vote on change requests, 
see feedback from other users, and leave their own comments. 

“It’s almost like online digital voting on a change,” Taber said. 
“You don’t have to wait for face-to-face change management 
review boards. You don’t need a change administrator. 
You can do this all with this application out of the box. It’s 
tremendously powerful. People in procurements, supply 
chain, sales and marketing can all get involved. You can get 
sales and marketing’s opinion of a change before it goes into 
effect early on.”

Recognizing Different Roles

Administrators of ThingWorx Navigate can customize the look 
of apps based on a user’s role. The platform can be tailored to 
show different search options, different types of data, different 
tasks, and different apps depending on the defined role. 
Contribute apps are no different; the role of the user determines 
what data they have access to and what change requests 
they’re involved in. In this way, everybody is involved—but only 
to the extent that it makes sense for their role.

Digital Change Management, for example, can display as 
many or as few fields as appropriate. A user’s dashboard can 
show a list of pending change requests, the items affected 
by that change request, any attachments provided with 
the request, and the activity of other users on the request. 
Administrators can tailor the dashboard to show or hide these 
categories, as well as other attributes such as descriptions, 
creation dates, due dates, status, and even the number or 
rows to include in the task list table.

It’s important to share data throughout the product 
development process, but it’s equally important not 
to overshare. With its role-based approach to change 
management, ThingWorx Navigate Contribute allows the right 
data to be shared with the right people—all to help get the 
right feedback. 

To learn more about ThingWorx Navigate, or to 

download a free trial, visit the PTC website and  

view the trial link.

PTC has sponsored this post. All opinions are mine.  
–Michael Alba.

https://www.ptc.com/en/products/plm/plm-products/navigate/navigate-view-windchill-trial

